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Copyright Notice - IT IS ILLEGAL TO POST THIS 
DOCUMENT ONLINE 
 
The material enclosed is copyrighted. You do not have resell rights or giveaway rights to the material provided herein. Only customers that have 
purchased this material are authorized to view it. If you think you may have an illegally distributed copy of this material, please contact us immediately. 
Please email support@knowledgespotinc.com to report any illegal distribution. 
 
Copyright © eBasketballCoach.com and Knowledge Spot Inc.  All rights reserved. 
 
No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying or by 
information storage and retrieval systems. It is illegal to copy this material and publish it on another web site, news group, forum, etc. even if you 
include the copyright notice. 
 
Legal Notices 
 
While all attempts have been made to verify information provided in this publication, neither the author nor the publisher assumes any responsibility 
for errors, omissions or contrary interpretation of the subject matter herein. The publisher wants to stress that the information contained herein may 
be subject to varying state and/or local laws or regulations. All users are advised to retain competent counsel to determine what state and/or local laws 
or regulations may apply to the user's particular operation. The purchaser or reader of this publication assumes responsibility for the use of these 
materials and information. Adherence to all applicable laws and regulations, federal, state and local, governing professional licensing, operation 
practices, and all other aspects of operation in the US or any other jurisdiction is the sole responsibility of the purchaser or reader. The publisher and 
author assume no responsibility or liability whatsoever on the behalf of any purchaser or reader of these materials. Any perceived slights of specific 
people or organizations is unintentional. The author and publisher of this document and their employers make no warranty of any kind in regard to the 
content of this document, including, but not limited to, any implied warranties of merchantability, or fitness for any particular purpose. The author and 
publisher of this document and their employers are not liable or responsible to any person or entity for any errors contained in this document, or for 
any special, incidental, or consequential damage caused or alleged to be caused directly or indirectly by the information contained in this document. 
 
Consult Your Physician 
 
The techniques, ideas, and suggestions in this document are not intended as a substitute for proper medical advice! Consult your physician or health 
care professional before performing any exercise or exercise technique. Any application of the techniques, ideas, and suggestions in this document is at 
the reader's sole discretion and risk. 
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BEGINNERS 
Line Drill: Set/Jump Shot 

10 Mins 

Field Goal Progression 

10 Mins 

Shooting & Scoring Skill Progressions 
Match the following skill progressions to the experience level of your team. If you are working with multiple skill levels, separate the kids 
into groups and run stations. Each station uses the skill progression that best matches their ability. All drills are explained inside this 
document, and demonstrated on video inside Module 9  and Module 11 of Total Basketball Skill Development. 

BEGINNERS 
Groove Your Shot 

10 Mins 

Field Goal Progression 

10 Mins 

INTERMEDIATE 
Field Goal Progression 

10 Mins 

Groove Your Shot 

5 Mins 

Partner Shooting 

5 Mins 

INTERMEDIATE 
Post Power Shot 

5 Mins 

Post Hook Shot 

5 Mins 

Scoring Progression – 
Post 

10 Mins 

ADVANCED 
Field Goal Progression 

10 Mins 

Closeout Shooting 

5 Mins 

Penetrate and Pitch 
for 3 

5 Mins 

ADVANCED 
Post Power Move 

5 Mins 

Post Hook Shot 

10 Mins 

Scoring Progression - Post 

10 Mins 
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SHOOTING FUNDAMENTALS 

BEEF: 
 
- Balance: Player should be straight with no lean, weight evenly distributed, should jump 
forward no more than approximately 6 inches on jump shot. 
- Elbow: Must be pointed straight toward basket. 
- Eyes: Always look at the rim and keep your eyes on the target when shooting, find the 
bulls-eye. 
- Follow-through: Player should hold high (60 degrees or higher) one-second follow-
through with wrist making a parachute (or reaching into cookie jar or waving good-bye to 
ball). 
 

BACKBOARD SHOTS: 
 
- Target is near top corner of square. 
- Ball should hit on the way down. 
 

SHOOTING KEYS (ROBOT): 
 
- Range: Player should know their range and not shoot outside it. 
- Open: Player should be open to shoot, this means no hand in the face. 
- Balance: Player should be in balance and under control. 
- One Count Shot: Catch and shot, no extra movement, economy of motion. 
- Team Shot: Player should look to shoot their best shot from their best location and players 
should try to help them get that shot. 
 

SHOT PREPARATION: 
 
- Hands Ready. 
- Feet Ready (knees bent). 
- Wrist cocked (like a waiter carrying a tray).   

Player works on shooting from 
with guide hand off the ball.  
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LINE DRILL: SET/JUMP SHOT 

Purpose: 
 
Players work on shooting fundamentals. 
 
Setup:  
 
Four lines of players spaced about 12 to 15 feet apart along the baseline (first at 3-point line 
left corner, second at lane’s edge, third at other lane’s edge, fourth at three point line right 
corner). Players do not have a basketball. 
 
Execution: 
 
1. Coach identifies side of court to shoot toward. 
2. Coach says “ready.” 
3. Players get in quick stance or triple threat position. 
4. Coach says “go.” 
5. Players run to free throw line extended, jump, turn in the air, land and go back up with 

their jump shot. 
6. Players proceed to half court line and do the same thing. 
7. When first group finishes at free throw line, next group goes. 
8. When all groups reach half court, players then do the same thing back to the baseline. 
9. Second time through the drill, players land on their jump stop with their feet pointing 

up court and then turn and face the basket and shoot their jumpshot. 
 

 Coaching Tips: 
 
• Watch for good shooting fundamentals in this simulated shooting drill, such as: proper 

grip on ball and proper follow-through with wrist ending in parachute. 
 

• Players should be jumping off the leg that is closest to the basket. 

Players simulate shooting their jump shot in this 
line drill.  
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FIELD GOAL PROGRESSION 

Purpose: 
 
Helps players get a feel for their shot and ingrains proper shooting mechanics. 
 
Setup:  
 
Player with basketball. 
 
Execution: 
 
1. Player does three slams – slamming the basketball into the palm of the other hand to 

wake his hands up. 
2. Player takes 3 form shots – shooting the ball up into the air (not at the basket) with 

proper form and balance 
3. Player takes Circle Shots – shooting the ball off the glass as he moves in a semi-circle 

around the basket at a distance of about six feet away from the rim. He goes around the 
basket and then shoots his way back to where he started. 

4. Player shoots Pass Pickups – he spins himself a pass and shoots from the corner wing 
and top – both sides of the court. 

5. Player next does Dribble Pickups – again he shoots corner, wing, top and works both 
sides of the court.  
 

 Coaching Tips: 
 
• In the form shots, player should take his guide hand off the ball and should be striving for 

perfect rotation on the shot attempt. 
 

• Players should hold a high, one-second follow-through. Players should also hop off the 
foot closest to the basket. 
 

• Key with dribble pickups is to pick the ball up with the off, non-dribbling hand.  

Players move around the court practicing their 
jump shot in this drill. Shown above, Circle 
Shots near the basket and Pass and Dribble 
Pickups farther out. 
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GROOVE YOUR SHOT  

Purpose: 
 
Builds muscle strength and improves shot form. 
 
Setup:  
 
Player with basketball.    
 
Execution: 
 
1. Player starts out about 3 feet from rim. 
2. He shoots one handed shots with exaggerated arc, trying to swish the ball with no rim 

contact. 
3. When he makes 3 in a row at one location he takes a step back and starts again. 
4. He keeps stepping back from the rim as far his range will allow. 

  
 Coaching Tips: 
 
• Players should be holding a high, one-second follow-through on each shot. Also, 

remember their guide hand should be off the ball. 
 

• Young players often try to hold the ball too high and end up pushing their elbow out. 
Make sure players are keeping their elbow in. If they need more power, they should bend 
lower and use their legs more.   

In this drill, the player keeps moving back. 
It’s a great way to extend a player’s range as 
long as the player focuses on form – keeping 
his elbow in and aligned with the basket. 
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PENETRATE & PITCH FOR 3 

Purpose: 
 
Players learn to shoot the three-pointer. 
 
Setup:  
 
Two players, one basketball.    
 
Execution: 
 
1. One player penetrates and pitches to the other player for a 3-point shot. 
2. Players alternate penetrating and shooting. 

  
 Coaching Tips: 
 
• To make this drill more difficult, add a third player to close out on the shooter. 

This drill focuses on penetrating, pitching and 
shooting the three. 
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L SHOOTING  

Purpose: 
 
Player works on making an L cut and receiving the ball for the jump shot. 
 
Setup:  
 
Player starts near the basket on the block.    
 
Execution: 
 
1. Player imagines a teammate is driving into the lane and does an L cut away from the 

ball. 
2. If ballhandler goes top side, the post player goes toward the baseline. If the ballhandler 

goes baseline the post player goes up toward the free throw line. 
3. When post player reaches new position, he tosses the ball to himself, catches it and 

shoots. 
  

 Coaching Tips: 
 
• Have post player make a certain number of shots, then move to the other side of the 

court. 

Post player makes an L cut 
and takes the shot. 
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SCORING PROGRESSION - PERIMETER  

Purpose: 
 
Player works on shooting. 
 
Setup:  
 
Player starts out near the 3-point line – or at whatever distance he wants to work on his 
shot from.    
 
Execution: 
 
1. Player tosses the ball to himself using a bounce pass with back spin. 
2. First, player catches the ball and shoots. Run on both sides of court. 
3. Second, player catches the ball, dribble drives toward the basket, pulls up and shoots. 

Run on both sides of court. 
4. Player can run any number of shots in this drill. 

  
 Coaching Tips: 
 
• Player should be catching the ball with two hands and going up smoothly into a good 

form jump shot. 
 

• Eyes on the rim, good follow-through on the shot. 
 

• Other moves that could be worked into this drill include the shot fake to jump shot, the 
fake pass to jump shot, spin move, etc. 
 

 

Player tosses the ball to himself and 
takes the jump shot. 
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PARTNER SHOOTING 

Purpose: 
 
Player works on catching and shooting. 
 
Setup:  
 
One player works on shooting. Another player rebounds and passes him the ball. 
 
Execution: 
 
1. First player shoots the ball. 
2. Second player rebounds and passes the ball to the first player who shoots again. 
3. Players can switch after a set time or set number of makes. 

  
 Coaching Tips: 
 
• Everything should be crisp and done with focus – from the shot to the cut to the rebound 

to the pass.  
 

• There are many variations of this drill that can be run – for example, you can do two pass 
shooting, three pass shooting, shooter gets his own rebound and more.  
 

• Rebounders should try to not let the ball hit the ground. 
 

 
 

Players work on catching, shooting, 
rebounding and passing in this two-
person drill.  
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CLOSEOUT SHOOTING 

Purpose: 
 
Players practice shooting with a defender in their face.  
 
Setup:  
 
Three players, two balls.  
 
Execution: 
 
1. Player 2 under basket passes to Player 1 who catches and shoots. 
2. Player 2 closes out against Player 1 defending the shot. 
3. Player 1 goes and gets his own rebound. 
4. Player 2 goes to offense catching the pass from Player 3 and shooting with Player 3 

closing out. 
5. Player 2 goes and gets his own rebound. 
6. Player 3 goes to offense catching pass from Player 1 and shooting. 
7. Drill continues like this.  

  
 Coaching Tips: 
 
• Look for good form from the defender closing out. Hand should be up and he shouldn’t 

be flying by the offensive player. He should be in good defensive position playing the 
drive. 
 

Players alternate shooting and playing 
defense in this three-person drill. 
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POST POWER SHOT 

Purpose: 
 
Players practice post shooting moves. 
 
Setup:  
 
One player with a basketball.    
 
Execution: 
 
1. Player goes from side to side, shooting the post power shot. 
2. Drill variations include adding a shot fake before the power shot  

  
 Coaching Tips: 
 
• Player should get low and wide with feet pointing directly toward the baseline when 

executing this shot. 
 

• Player should be shooting the ball off the backboard. 
 

• When practicing the shot fake, make sure player does not make a big fake and straighten 
up. Fake should be low, quick and short. Player should also not move his feet on the fake 
or he’ll be called for traveling.   

Post player goes from side 
to side shooting the power 
shot. 
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GROOVE JUMP HOOK  

Purpose: 
 
Players work on improving their jump hooks. 
 
Setup:  
 
One player with a basketball.    
 
Execution: 
 
1. Player goes around the basket shooting his jump hook. 

  
 Coaching Tips: 
 
• Player should point his shoulder at the target. 

 
• Tell players to try and make everything clean as this will force them to concentrate more 

on what they are doing.   
 

 

Players work on jump hook shooting 
form near the basket.  
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POST HOOK SHOT 

Purpose: 
 
Players work on the traditional one step hook shot. 
 
Setup:  
 
One player with a basketball.    
 
Execution: 
 
1. Player takes one step toward middle of lane and releases hook shoot at 11 or 1 o’clock 

arm angle depending on direction. 
2. Run drill from both sides of court. 

  
 Coaching Tips: 
 
• This drill can be run with a self-pass or one crab dribble. 

 
 
 

Players work on their hook shots in this drill. 
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POST POWER MOVE 

Purpose: 
 
Players learn to execute the following post power move – step, bounce, hop to power shot.  
 
Setup:  
 
One player with a basketball.  
 
Execution: 
 
1. Player spins a pass to himself. 
2. Player turns and takes a step with one dribble – pointing his toes to the baseline. 
3. Player picks up dribble on hop, lands on two feet and explodes to the basket with a 

power shot. 
  

 Coaching Tips: 
 
• Players shouldn’t be shooting a jump shot, they should be going up strong to the basket 

with two hands.  
 

• To make the drill more difficult and extend the post players range, run it from the elbow. 
 

Players go strong to the basket 
in this power move drill.  
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GROOVE YOUR SHOT  

Purpose: 
 
Player works on grooving their jump shot from both sides of the floor. 
 
Setup:  
 
Player starts near the basket on the right side of the court.    
 
Execution: 
 
1. Player tosses the ball with back spin to themselves. 
2. Player catches the ball, jumps off the inside leg and shoots. 
3. Player goes to other side of court and does the same. 
4. Player goes from side to side. 
5. Player also most out as he warms up and gains confidence in his shot. 

  
 Coaching Tips: 
 
• Players should be catching the ball with two hands, moving it to the shooting pocket and 

jumping up off their inside leg. 
 

• Players should be following through with a high parachute (bent wrist) and full 1-second 
hold after shooting. 
 

• Post player could do this drill grooving their jump hook. 

Players go side to side and work farther and 
farther out in this shooting drill. 
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SCORING PROGRESSION – POST  

Purpose: 
 
Player works on jump hooks (or other post moves) near the basket. 
 
Setup:  
 
Player starts near the basket on the block.    
 
Execution: 
 
1. Player tosses the ball to himself – either a bounce pass with back spin or by tossing the 

ball up in the air. 
2. Player must make two jump hooks from each position – two on right and two on left. 
3. If a player misses, he gets the rebound and immediately scores it, then goes back to 

previous jump hook shooting position. 
  

 Coaching Tips: 
 
• Post players should be catching the ball with a jump stop and quarter turn, which will 

allow them to get a jump hook up quicker because they won’t have to make a pivot. 
 

• This drill can be run for other post moves, such as the up and under to a jump hook; the 
reverse pivot, one dribble, jump hook in the middle; and the reverse pivot to the 
baseline, step, jump hook.   

Post player shoots a jump 
hook from four positions 
in this progression drill. 
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Looking For More Basketball Coaching 
Resources? 

 

 
Visit www.OnlineBasketballDrills.com for a complete listing of playbooks, drill collections, and 
online video clinics from some of the top high school, NCAA and NBA coaches of all time! 
 
Join us on Facebook! https://www.facebook.com/BasketballDrillsandPlays 
 
Subscribe to our YouTube Channel https://www.youtube.com/user/CoachPat30 
 
SPECIAL OFFER: You’re invited to receive 51 killer drills and 7 proven plays… for just one dollar! 
  www.BasketballInnerCircle.com/signup 

http://www.onlinebasketballdrills.com/
https://www.facebook.com/BasketballDrillsandPlays
https://www.youtube.com/user/CoachPat30
http://www.basketballinnercircle.com/signup/

